Broc Thiele Talks About Charlotte Pipe’s Value Engineering Checklist

“We were working on a new commercial project, a shell building with basic plumbing stub-outs for future tenant finish-outs. But the owner mentioned something about a commercial kitchen. With this knowledge I suggested cast iron instead of PVC because of the extreme temperatures waste piping can experience in commercial kitchen applications.

“The owner was interested, but wanted more information and asked me to explain the value of cast iron vs. PVC.

“I worked through Charlotte Pipe’s checklist and was typing up an email when I realized — why don’t I just send them the checklist? It’s going to be clearer than my email. It took them through all the questions. Water over 140 degrees will melt PVC. Check. They went with cast iron.

“I don’t bash PVC. That’s why I like this checklist. It’s an honest way to see what’s the best option. And it means I don’t have to explain it from scratch.”